Radiation-induced changes of brain tissue after radiosurgery in patients with arteriovenous malformations: dose/volume-response relations.
. To evaluate late radiation effects in the brain after radiosurgery of patients with cerebral arteriovenous malformations (AVMs) and to quantify dose/volume-response relations for radiation-induced changes of brain tissue identified on follow-up neuroimaging. . Data from 73 AVM patients who had stereotactic Linac radiosurgery at DKFZ (German Cancer Research Center), Heidelberg, Germany, were retrospectively analyzed. The endpoint of radiation-induced changes of brain tissue on follow-up magnetic resonance (MR) neuroimaging (i.e., edema and blood-brain-barrier breakdown [BBBB]) was evaluated. Each endpoint was further differentiated into three levels with respect to the extent of the image change (small, intermediate, and large). A previous analysis of the data found correlation of the endpoints with several dose/volume variables (DV) derived from each patient's dose distribution in the brain, including the mean dose in a volume of 20 cm(3) (Dmean20) and the absolute brain volume (including the AVM target) receiving a dose of at least 12 Gy (V12). To quantify dose/volume-response relations, patients were ranked according to DV (i.e., Dmean20 and V12) and classified into four groups of equal size. For each group, the actuarial rates of developing the considered endpoints within 2.5 years after radiosurgery were determined from Kaplan-Meier estimates. The dose/volume-response curves were fitted with a sigmoid-shape logistic function and characterized by DV(50), the dose for a 50% incidence, and the slope parameter k. . Dose/volume-response relations, based on two alternative, but correlated, dose distribution variables that are a function of both dose and volume, were observed for radiation-induced changes of brain tissue. DV(50) values of fitted dose/volume-response curves for tissue changes of large extent (e.g., V12(50) = 22.0 +/- 2.6 cm(3) and Dmean20(50) = 17.8 +/- 2.0 Gy for the combined endpoint of edema and/or BBBB) were significantly higher than those for small tissue changes (V12(50) = 4.0 +/- 0.3 cm(3) and Dmean20(50) = 7.6 +/- 0.3 Gy). . The derived dose/volume-response relations allow to quantitatively assess the risk of radiation-induced changes of brain tissue after radiosurgery in AVM patients. However, further understanding of the mechanism leading to brain tissue changes and their correlation with the desired obliteration is required. This knowledge will eventually help to optimize radiosurgical treatments in AVM patients.